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About This Game

GAME FEATURES
The very first isometric souls-like game ever made: instant action, fun and a unique hardcore combat system to master.
Intense combat and dungeon diving granted

4 playable races (Humans, Elves, Dwarves, Orcs)

40+ houses and clans to fight for with their own background, alliances, intrigues. Finish the game once to start your own
legacy to write your own history in The Four Kingdoms

In-game editor to customize your character choosing different Ways of Power, classes and skills

12 memorable companions with their own backstories ready to join or fight you during your journey

Local Multiplayer & Coop up to 4 players: group with other players or fight them to get access to the final battle. The
glory awaits only the bravest!
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Explore, craft, gain reputation and unlock new quests in an ever-changing world that is different in each run

World, lore and character backstories created in collaboration with RPG legend Chris Avellone, providing creative
support and feedback on content design

Beware the dragons
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BRAND NEW FACTION!:

Patch notes - v0.9.248 - Mar 13th, 2019

1. THE DEMONS HAVE ARRIVED! Behold! A whole new faction for you to take to war! The Demons are a race from
another dimension, who have for a long maintained a steady peace with Humankind. But, the machinations of the Dark God and
the uprising of the Netherrealm has brought all three factions to war. The new demon troops are as follows:

Reavers - A melee unit with a cleave attack that excels at knocking down structures.

Worms - The Demon's ranged sentry unit. Its attacks don't a great deal of immediate damage, but they do leave a their victims
suffering from a NASTY health-sapping damage-over-time effect.

Behemoths - The Demon faction's 'heavy' unit, but the reverse of the Undead's Shambling Hulks! This guy ONLY attacks
troops, not structures, mopping up swathes of weaker enemies. An excellent guard troop, he'll defend nearby friendly troops or,
failing that, retreat to the nearest friendly Stronghold.

Mage - She has a long charge up which then rips open a rift in space that starts attacking nearby troops and structures. She'll
hold the rift open as long as there are targets close enough to attack.

Demon Lord - Flies from battle-to-battle, covering large distances quickly. When in range of his target he'll smash down onto
them with a BOOM! on enemy units.

And, along with the new troops come three new Demon structures:

Rage Totem - 'Enrages' any friendly troops deployed within its range. Enraged troops lose a little health, but become faster,
attack harder, and hit more frequently.

Vortex Cannon - Attacks enemy troops. Deal less damage than the human Cannon Tower, but has a larger damage splash radius.

Rift Bombard - Short ranged, but great for destroying the enemy's structures.
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2. NEW TABLETOP BATTLEFIELD! The demons bring with them a brand-new tabletop battlefield to fight on! The Void
Temple has multiple lanes that you'll be challenged to protect making the decision as to whether you should defend, or go on the
attack, that much more tricky.

3. NEW TRIALS! With the arrival of the Demon faction, we've added two new trials, featuring the aforementioned faction, for
you to enjoy. There will be more trials on the way later , so stay tuned!

4. INFO PANEL! In nonVR, players can now see information about their troops, towers, traps and spells as they play. This
information is intended primarily for new players, but may give existing players some hints and tips as to how to improve their
game. You can turn toggle the info panel on/off by checking the INFO button. VR players will be getting similar functionality
soon(TM).

5. Level 3 apparently morphed into a brand new table! Phew! Well done QA for polishing up those graphics! We're currently
looking for a new level 3 that's in need of some polishing.... Patch Notes - Jan 18th, 2019.:
Build notes for build v0.9.150 - Jan 18th, 2019.

- Fixed issues with automatically determining VR platform on launch
- Added additional logging to help debug issues with VR controls
- Tightened up the graphics on level 3 (edited). Patch notes - v0.9.266 - Mar 28st, 2019:
1. Troop XP has been tweaked to [hopefully] smooth out the previous variance in ramping depending on the opposing faction.
The intention is that troops shouldn't level up at horribly different rates when playing against different factions.

2. Miscellaneous bug fixes.

3. We've decide to go all 8-bit on the new Level 3. Being oldskool, I personally feel more comfortable with this new direction.. 
Patch notes - v0.9.204 - Feb 14th, 2019:

Happy Valentines Day!

1. NEW POWER SPELL! FORTIFY! Cast this spell on a single or group of structures and grant them a shield that deflects all
but the strongest of blows. As an added extra, each structure also gains a mighty beam weapon to smite its aggressors! And it
starts each round precharged... hmmmm...

2. FRIENDS! Now you can officially have in-game friends (just like real-life ones!). Your TTG-playing Steam friends will be
automatically added to your friend list, but you can also send a friend invite to players you meet in Arenas. Finding your friends
to play against is as easy as selecting them from the Friends list and jumping into their arena!

3. PRIVATE ARENAS! With the advent of the Friends feature, you can now create PRIVATE arenas that only friends of
players in that arena can see and join. There's nothing like being anti-socially social!

4. Practice Match's EASY difficulty level is now easier. There's nothing worse than buying a new game and then being ground
into the dirt by something that purports to be a "practice" mode. EASY is now the default setting and has been nerfed to allow
new players to become familiar with the game without getting their asses kicked all over the place. YMMV.

5. Miscellaneous minor bug fixes that we doubt you'd even notice but should make things run just a little more smoothly.

6. We're happy to report that the graphics on Level 3, after having received a considerable tightening up, are coming along
nicely.. Men of War: Assault Squad 2 Off Grid Startup Company Tabletop Gods Patch Notes - 30th May, 2019:
Data Update Notes - 30th May, 2019

SHAMBLING HULKS RE-BALANCE! is now live!

Hi all! Today we release a balance update for the Undead's SHAMBLING HULKS!
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• Tower damage (per star) BEFORE the change was 250/280/310/340
• Tower damage (per star) AFTER the change is 180/220/220/250
• Time between attacks (per star) BEFORE the change was 3.7/3.55/3.4/3.25
• Time between attacks (per star) AFTER the change is 4.65/4.45/4.25/4.1
• New DPS (as seen in Codex) is now 56, down from 111!

The changes are intended to bring the Hulk much more in line with Giants on a DPS per mana cost basis.

Thanks, and let us know what you think!. The Competition Begins!:

The Competition Begins!

A godly contest has erupted in the heavens. You, as a glorious combatant, are now eligible to receive up to three exclusive
masks. All you have to do is place in the top 100 players on our weekly leaderboard. The contest begins today (May 20th) and
will continue until next Sunday (May 26th) at midnight UTC; at which point the leaderboards will refresh, and the top players
will receive their prize. The top 100 will earn the Witch Hat. The top 50 will earn an additional mask, the Cogbot. Finally, the
top 10 players will earn a final, additional exclusive mask, the Warbear!

You can preview the prize masks on our recent news page here on Steam. You can also see them in game in your Realm. Just
click the arrow to the right on the main menu and you can see your collection of masks. On the collection screen, you'll find
another button at the top right to switch to the competition masks. Check them out!

In Other News
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A new mercenary is in the works! A new troop choice is coming to all factions. Like the Witch, Bomber, and others, all factions
will be able to choose this new troop during the Prepare for War! phase. Stay tuned for more info coming very soon!. Patch
notes - v0.9.149 - Jan 14th, 2019.:
v0.9.149

- Cleaned up some issues on the human arena where units would end up shooting trees instead of enemies, and prevented the
pestilence launcher from firing over the village-side buildings.

- Made anti-aliasing off by default for VR players (Hopefully improving VR performance and reducing stutter)

- Improved the explanation text on the "quick match" screen.

- Introduced some fixes that will help prevent troops hanging around after a match (in rare cases)

- Fixed some of the water effects for the fountain.

- Fixed some internal issues that had been producing unfriendly but seemingly inconsequential errors.

- Tightened up the graphics on Level 3.. Patch notes - May 28th, 2019:
Patch notes - st1.0.322(9) / oc1.0.84(9) / vp1.0.33 - May 28th, 2019

1. Non-VR: PUSH-TO-TALK has been implemented for nonVR players and is now the default mode for non-VR voice comms.

2. Non-VR: The UI for voice volume threshold / PTT is now on the HUD for easier access (right below your display name!)

3. Non-VR: Settings for muting yourself and push-to-talk / open mic (the old way!) can now be found here: AUDIO SETTINGS
--> VOICE SETTINGS

4. VR: VR players will still use OPEN MIC, but the settings for self muting and voice volume threshold have now been moved
to AUDIO SETTINGS --> VOICE SETTINGS

5. BUG FIX: Random faction selection fixed for trials where demons are not a valid selection.
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That's all folks!. Full release is upon us!:

The time has come. We are getting ready to break through the gates, out of early access, and into our full release! Version 1.0 is
around the corner and will be officially launched on May 16th!

We're planning to celebrate, and there is more news to come about our release. Stay tuned for news about content, updates,
release day, and events to come! More news is coming soon!

. Patch notes - v0.9.188 - Feb 1st, 2019:
1. Key binding! Non-VR players can now remap their keyboard controls from the controls screen in the Settings menu.

2. Languages Added! You can now switch your language in the Settings screen. Supported languages currently include English,
French, German, Italian, Spanish, Korean, and Mandarin. For VR players, we are aware that screen showing your controller
mapping has not yet been localized. We're working on it :)

3. Update to the way the game uses the mic. Sensitivity has been increased and now players can change the cut-off threshold for
their mic. Please contact us if this change causes any issues for you.

3. Reduced the XP required for Skeletons to level up, making a level 3 skeleton more than just a pipe-dream.

4. Improved graphical quality throughout the entirety of Level 3. Cowbell now replaces oldskool sparkle...
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